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Pasti, Sorokin, and Tonin have recently constructed manifestly Lorentz-invariant actions for self-dual field
strengths and for Maxwell fields with manifest electromagnetic duality. Using the method of Deseret al., we
generalize these actions in the presence of sources.@S0556-2821~97!04722-X#

PACS number~s!: 04.40.Nr

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent interest in duality has renewed the search for ac-
tions where duality symmetry and Lorentz invariance are
manifest. At the present time, there are two types of actions
where these symmetries are manifest. The first type of action
is quadratic but contains an infinite number of fields. It was
first discovered in two dimensions for describing chiral
bosons@1#, and later generalized to arbitrary self-dual fields
@2# and to Maxwell fields with manifest electromagnetic du-
ality @3#. In ten dimensions, it was rediscovered by analyzing
the massless Ramond-Ramond sector of superstring field
theory @4#. By studying the coupling ofD-branes to the
massless Ramond-Ramond string fields, this first type of ac-
tion was generalized in the presence of sources@5#.

The second type of manifestly covariant action with mani-
fest duality contains a finite number of fields but is nonpoly-
nomial in these fields@6,7#. It was discovered by Pasti, So-
rokin, and Tonin~PST! and ‘‘covariantizes’’ actions found
earlier @8,9,10# which were manifestly dual but not mani-
festly Lorentz covariant. This PST action was inspired by an
incorrect action of Khoudeir and Pantoja@11,12#. Equiva-
lence among different formulations is of interest not only at
a classical level@6#, but also at a quantum level@13#. Re-
cently, Deseret al.showed how to introduce sources into the
nonmanifestly covariant versions of these actions@14#. Their
method uses a field strength whose definition is modified in
the presence of sources, as well as a coupling term of the
type ‘‘AW • jW.’’

In this paper, we ‘‘covariantize’’ their procedure, thereby
generalizing the manifestly covariant PST actions in the
presence of sources. In Sec. II of this paper, we generalize
the PST action for self-dual fields@6#, and in Sec. III, we
generalize the PST action for Maxwell fields with manifest
electromagnetic duality@7#.

Our conventions are as follows: We use uncapitalized
latin letters to denote space-time indices and capitalized latin
letters to denote space indices. We work with the metric
gmn5diag(21,11, . . . ,11). The antisymmetrization of
space-time indices of a tensor is done without adding any
additional factor, for example,

B[ lm]n5Blmn2Bmln . ~1!

II. MANIFESTLY LORENTZ-INVARIANT CHIRAL
2-FORM ACTION WITH SOURCES

In Ref. @6#, Pasti, Sorokin, and Tonin write a manifestly
Lorentz-invariant action for a chiral 2-form field, which is an
antisymmetric field Amn(x) propagating in a
(511)-dimensional Minkowski space-time whose field
strengthFlmn(x) is a self-dual field on shell. This means that

Flmn~x!5* Flmn~x!, ~2!

where, in general, the dual of a fieldClmn(x) is defined as

* Clmn~x!5
1

3!
e lmnpqrC

pqr~x!. ~3!

We are using the convention

Flmn~x!5] lAmn~x!1]mAnl~x!1]nAlm~x!. ~4!

The generalization of the action of Ref.@6# in the pres-
ence of sources is

S5E d6xS 2
1

6
HlmnH

lmn1
1

2~]qa]qa!

3]maHmnlHnlr] ra2Aln j lnD , ~5!

where j ln is the source~for self-dual fields the electric and
magnetic sources are equal! and

Hlmn5Flmn1* Glmn ~6!

is the modified field strength.Flmn is still defined by Eq.~4!
and satisfies Bianchi identities] l(* Flmn)50. Glmn is defined
to satisfy

] lG
lmn2 j mn50. ~7!

Hlmn is an anti-self-dual field defined as

Hlmn5Hlmn2* Hlmn . ~8!

The action in Eq.~5! is manifestly Lorentz invariant and
coincides with the original action of Ref.@6# when there are
no sources. We will show that it describes the dynamics of a
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chiral 2-form in the presence of sources by comparing this
action, in a certain gauge, with the nonmanifestly covariant
one of Ref.@14#.

Making use of the identityu[ lHmn]sus52(usu
s)Hlmn

1e lmnsuvuwusHuvw for ul5] la, the equation of motion for
Amn(x) leads to

e lmnpqr]nS 1

~] ta] ta!
]paHqrs]

saD 50. ~9!

And now, considering the identity

e lmnpqr]n~Tlm]paTqr!52Tlme lmnpqr]n~]paTqr!,

in the case ofTlm5@1/(]ka]ka)#Hlmi]
ia, the equation of

motion for a(x) may be written as

H 1

~]ka]ka!
Hlmi]

iaJ
3H e lmnpqr]nS 1

~] ta] ta!
]paHqrs]

saD J 50. ~10!

Thus, when considering Eq.~9!, this last equation becomes
simply an identity. This happens becausea(x) is a gauge
field as can be seen by observing that the following gauge
transformation leaves the action invariant:

da~x!5f~x!, dAmn~x!5
f~x!

~]qa]qa!
Hmns]

sa. ~11!

Since a(x) transforms without derivatives, its gauge
choice can be directly substituted in the action~5!, leading to
a Lorentz-noncovariant formulation of it. Choosing the
gauge]ma5dm

0 , this substitution leads to

S5E d6xS 2
1

6
HlmnH

lmn1
1

2
H0nlHnl02Aln j lnD . ~12!

Using that HlmnH
lmn53H0ABH0AB23*H0AB* H0AB and

identifying EAB52H0AB and BAB52* H0AB we end up
with

S5E d6x~EABBAB2BABBAB2Aln j ln!, ~13!

which, except for a factor14, is the action of Deseret al.
@14#.1

III. LORENTZ-COVARIANT FORMULATION
FOR DUALITY-SYMMETRIC MAXWELL

ACTION WITH SOURCES

In this section we generalize the PST action for Maxwell
fields @7# by considering the coupling of these fields to ex-
ternal sources. Their action is a Lorentz-invariant version of

the one found by Schwarz and Sen@10# in which, for the
purpose of having manifest duality in the action, an addi-
tional Abelian field is included.

The procedure is straightforward from what we did in the
previous section. In this case the action is

S5E d4xF2
1

8
Hmn

a Ha
mn2

1

4~]qa]qa!
]maHmn

a Ha
np]pa

1
1

2
Am

a eab j bmG , ~14!

where the two Abelian fields areAn
a (a51,2) and

Fmn
a 5]mAn

a2]nAm
a , ~15!

Hmn
a 5Fmn

a 1* Gmn
a , ~16!

Hmn
a 5eabHbmn2* Hmn

a . ~17!

eab is completely antisymmetric on its indices, withe1251.
The metric tensor for the internal space isgab5dab .

Again, Gamn is an external field, related to the sources by
the condition

]mGamn1 j an50. ~18!

Our action~14! coincides with that of Pasti, Sorokin, and
Tonin @7# when there are no sources. Note that the fieldHmn

a

defined in Eq.~16! is self-dual with respect to the Lorentz

and internal indices:Hmn
a 5 1

2 eabemnpqHb
pq .

Now, using the identity upHapnum52(upup)Hanm

2enmsteabuqHbqsut1upHapmun for ul5] la, the equations
of motion with respect toAan(x) and a(x) lead, respec-
tively, to

emnpq]nF 1

~]sa]sa!
]paHqr

a ] raG50, ~19!

H eba

] laHml
b

~]ka]ka!
J H emnpq]nF 1

~]sa]sa!
]paHqr

a ] raG J 50.

~20!

Again, Eq.~20! becomes an identity when Eq.~19! is con-
sidered and this happens becausea(x) is a gauge field. This
can be seen by noting that the following gauge transforma-
tion leaves the action~14! invariant:

da~x!5f~x!, dAm
a ~x!5f~x!

1

~]qa]qa!
eabHbmn]

na.

~21!

In the same way as was noted in the previous section, as the
transformation fora(x) does not involve any derivatives, the
gauge fixing of this field can be done at the level of the
action. Using the gauge]ma5dm

0 and the identity

Hmn
a Ha

mn52H0N
a Ha

0N22*H0N* H0N~N51,2,3!,
1In deriving ~13! we have made the following identification be-

tween the 5-index Levi-Cita symbol used in Ref.@14# and ours:
eABCDE5eABCED0.
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the action~14! adopts the form

S5
1

2E d4x@eabBW a
•EW 8b2BW a

•BW a1Am
a eab j bm#, ~22!

whereE8aN5Ha0N andBaN5* HaON. In Eq. ~22! we have
E8aN5EaN2]NAa0, whereEaN is the ‘‘electric field’’ ap-
pearing in@14#. The action~22! coincides with the Maxwell
action of Ref. @14#, in the case of external sources, after

canceling the termA0
aeab j b0 with the contribution coming

from ]NAa0 in E8aN.
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